
A must read for Each INDIAN and Nationalist. 

 

Dear readers, 

 

Let us go in to the depth of the issue of Banning Gutkha or plastic pack.  

 

Indian character of people at large seems many times much away from patriotism when the question 

arises for earning money.  There are facts to prove this. 

 

a) NASA has 25% of its employees as INDIANs. Indian engineers and experts can do wonders at NASA 

but not in INDIA, in the country they do not have appreciation and atmosphere to perform against 

expected or world-level rewards. We have talent, it is not appreciated within the Nation, courtesy 

the traditional standards of culture, systems, mentality… it is a cyclic phenomenon,  again 

courtesy _ _ _ constitution. 

  

b) Indian Entrepreneurs slip in to competition fastest, to market their product/s. As to kill the 

competition, people supply goods and services desperately such that the quality does not stay at 

standard.  To do so, in-put cost needs to be minimized (to pocket more in fact) and so obviously 

quality cannot be achieved.  “Many business houses concentrate on the competition and not on to 

their own product or services”  as once narrated by Mr.  Kaki Dadisheth, the then Chairperson of 

TISCO.  They (Many INDIAN MANUFACTURERS) exist always to bother about the competition it 

seems.   

 

c) The manufacturers or service providers do not eye the market size; hardly understand the market 

segments and geographic concentration of the market/s. An individual as a manufacturer or a 

service provider sees the entire size of the market as its own and does not want to leave anything 

for anybody else. And this is the root cause of the issue.  In order to overdo, the quality is not 

taken care of. Ultimately, we know what happens.  Plus the ever-hungry, reservation seats 

occupied recruits of State and Central Government, socially and culturally unfit and almost ill 

characters,  need to be fed almost daily and so the manufacturers have to compromise. They 

compromise since their own DNA are weak, they are not strong to fight the rotten systems. 

 

d) Some ethic-less manufacturers keep the prices of machineries at highest, at par with the best of 

the manufacturers for their lousy machinery and products, openly saying that the catalogues have 

to be like beautiful prostitutes (Good looking from outside)  and in the name of the quality, simply 

better fabrication and color scheme (as copied down ditto from German machinery) is offered. 

Honest, God-fearing, simple, coming from rural sector, uninformed, illiterate Indian buyer is not 

enough smarter at times; which is to the advantage of such lousy and no metro or big city based 

dishonest manufacturer/s. 

 

The Nation experienced one more killing practice exercised in our country, the manufacturers of 

Plastic films hand in glove with politicians (?) ultimately passing down the costs on to the general 

people like us. 

 

The story is in the air which is well known to the many bigger (bigger by money) people. 

 

GUTKHA, many people hate this culture of pan and Gutkha and spiting of irresponsible people 

(Exception: Smaller Indian cities, where illiterates are more, in fact with the current context they 

must be termed an Anti-National,  spitting here and there. How can they spit on their MOTHER?, 

Mother India))  who are mostly from poorer  sections of the society (percentage wise), who are 

usually with the least concerned of usage of the brain when they spit on the space which is meant 

for the people at large (No arguments please).   

 

Gutkha gifts cancer. And so a class of the society was advocating ban on it.   

 

Think of the so-called ban on Plastic pack of Gutkha. 

The biggest ever Joke Government of INDIA and its illiterate and ill-educated and corrupt ministers tried to 

implement in INDIA. Of course this was before 2014. 



Gutkha pack was/ is smaller and the same or almost Similar pack of much larger size : NAMKEEN is 

continuing. Both packs were and are thrown on open land by ill-educated lot of people who can and must 

be termed as Anti-Nationals since they spoil the Motherland. 

In fact the Educated and well literate (?) ministers must have implemented ‘NO throwing of any trash’ on 

the roads and instead they implement ban on Gutkha and they argue that it gifts cancer. Yes But why not 

BAN Gutkha itself? Since it earned a lot of money for some small group of people and politicians?  

Ban on plastics is impossible as long as we do not have alternate packaging material. And to ban Gutkha 

pack of plastic is a big joke and major cheating with the India’s good.  Why not ban similar Aluminized 

plastic used to pack Nankeen?  

Also there was a big game played by a  few in this country which is here described for many to note and 

understand the Anti-National activity of Few Politicians and few business houses of the unfortunate 

MOTHERLAND  INDIA. 

Just before the BAN on Gutkha was announced officially by the GOI publically, a few BOPET and BOPP 

manufacturers got together, ( They came to know about such ban was to be implemented, obviously much 

money must have changed hands, prove this if wrong )   made a  consortium and the Film price shoot up 

to 210 or 220 per Kg.? While the raw material PET  etcetera was just at Rs 65 per  Kg.? Many then soon 

started entering this business of making BOPET / BOPP film and ordered to German companies for their 

film lines,  to another German Manufacturer for slitter re-winders  etcetera and invested  heavy in to 

making buildings and other utilities.  

Soon after such orders for the lines, The ban on GUTKHA Pack of plastic was announced;  by that time the 

consortium had pushed a lot of material in to the market at very unreasonably high prices, it must be 

termed as almost LOOT. Where the MRTPC was at that time? Since only few lot of people was making 

such film which is and was used by many at large inclusive of textile makers of SURAT.  AND, Why such 

film, which is and was made by just a  few is and not  controlled by MRTPC? Because it is PLASTIC, a 

commodity which creates nuisance to Environment. Because it is PLASTIC which is a Petroleum by product, 

a resource limited. 

This government and politicians and  a few businessmen just and simply and coolly LOOT this nation’s 

Public at large.  

 

{ Please note that Inner layer of such a pack id a  multilayer (generally) LD/LLD film of about 30 to 

40 Micron, Middle layer is Aluminized BOPP/ BOPET of about 12 micron and outer most layer is 

Reversed printed BOPP/ BOPET of about 12 micron thickness. } 

 

And Only Gutkha pack was banned. NONE in the country objected the similar packs of 

NAMKEEN………….. 

 

 

Some state governments have banned 20 micron or less, now may be even less than or up to 40 

Micron  thick  LD/LLD  Blown films being used / used as the carry bags. This ban is not effective in 

most banned areas. BUT there will be a day when such things shall be banned. 

 

PP non woven was also highly argued to be banned since it is also 100 % (In fact with  up to 

30% CaCO3) Plastic and it can also be banned any day now. BEWARE. 

 

The question is why such Plastic is not banned seriously and completely: Government wishes to 

protect whom? The one who runs the government? Many converters? Many more people who are 

engaged in to this trade?  

 

Start calculating dear friends: 

 



The people involved in this trade start from: 

 

1) The Rag Pickers (many of them are ladies and in INDIA ladies are to be priorities) They are millions 

of poor people whose lively hood is 100% dependent of the rags they pick. 

2) The Rag collectors / distributors (Generally Shops) and their small staff. 

3) The vendors who move a lot to collect such rags and trash. 

4) The Factory owners to whom such trash / used plastic go for re-cycling. 

5) The staff (many ladies they have) to segregate the plastic, to wash it and take it to the roof top for 

drying it under sun/ open. 

6) The small transporters who sue auto rickshaw to transport such Rags to the processors and to the 

market . 

7) There are thousands of shops across the Nation to sell such Carry bags, Many people work at such 

shops. 

8) There are Cary bag vendors who distribute the bags in Kg. pack to the vegetable vendors and 

shop keepers  

 

There are a big number of people depending upon this trade of Plastic.  [We do not wish to discuss the 

inability of INDIAN Government to explore the quantity oil form our own land, inability to import the oil at 

the least cost, inability to compel the local refineries to tighten the margins and costs……]  

 

AND yet there is pressure form a few environmentalists to ban Plastic. It is like Tom and Jerry kinds of 

fights neither Tom dies nor Jerry.  

 

Ultimately the crux of this story telling is, it is the time to be smarter and divert towards more lucrative 

projects, without competition or the things those cannot be banned. There are many plastic items which 

can be made and yet with the guarantee that they will never be banned.  Plus there is hardly any 

competition in INDIA, yet for such things.  
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